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Abstract 
Agent-based modeling (ABM) has transformed the century-old field of mechanistic migration modeling, by 
shifting the unit of analysis from the city (in the gravity model) to the individual decision maker.  Various efforts 
over the past decade have leveraged ABM tools to integrate competing labor opportunities, climatic shocks, and 
sharing across networks into decision-based models of migration patterns.  We present the MIDAS (Migration, 
Intensification, and Diversification as Adaptive Strategies) framework, which draws on the ‘push-pull-mooring’ 
(PPM) theory of migration to integrate the influences of social networks, climatic shifts, and opportunities for 
livelihoods diversification on migration in a single framework. We demonstrate some of the strategic responses 
to opportunities that are possible in a true PPM modeling framework, including substitution of income streams, 
the choice to specialize or diversify, as well as to migrate in response to shocks.  We observe what may be the 
emergence of a distinct class of agents within one of our experiments, highlighting the value of tools like MIDAS 
to capture migration and adaptive behaviors under conditions for which analogs do not yet exist in census 
datasets or otherwise.  Importantly, we show how adaptation decisions depend strongly on a small number of 
behavioral parameters, key among them preferences for risk, for different forms of utility, and for time. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Research in sustainable livelihoods commonly considers livelihoods as a portfolio of activities that can be 
specialized or intensified in particular activities, diversified across different activities, or include migration (short- 
or long-term) to other locations (Barrett et al., 2001; Bollig, 2016; Cannon, 2013; Hussein & Nelson, 1998; 
Kuipers, 2014).  Demographic theory to interpret migration alongside these activities in a livelihoods context 
began by thinking of ‘push’ and ‘pull’ factors that motivated people to stay in one place or move elsewhere, with 
‘intervening’ factors constraining how and if any moves occurred (e.g., Bogue 1969); later theory amended the 
notion of intervening factors within a more formal concept of ‘moorings’ (e.g., Moon 1995) in what is now the 
‘push-pull-mooring’ or PPM theory of migration.  Moorings may be broadly understood as specific aspects of an 
individual’s ‘place utility’ (Adams & Adger, 2013) that tie them to a place, including family or assets, love of 
place; or other factors contributing to inertia or status quo bias (Sun et al., 2017). 
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Research over the last decade has placed migration (including commuting and temporary or seasonal migration) 
as a legitimate component of a livelihoods strategy, as opposed to something to avoid and prevent (Scheffran 
et al., 2012; Tacoli, 2009), with the caveat that voluntary moves to improved livelihoods are preferred to 
involuntary forced moves (Adger et al., 2009; Barnett & Webber, 2010).  Along a similar timeline, advances in 
computing power have allowed transformational changes in the way migration is modeled on computers, from 
looking only at places to looking directly at people.  We present a novel framework for migration modeling that 
allows migration decisions to emerge alongside other livelihood strategies such as intensification and 
diversification. 

1.1 Modeling migration 
 

The literature on modeling migration is quite rich and long, beginning with the ‘gravity model’ in the 19th century 
(Ravenstein, 1885), and dominated by variations on this model over much of the intervening century (Anderson, 
2010).  The gravity model draws an analogy to Newton’s law of universal gravitation, positing that movement 
between any two places will increase with the importance and closeness of those places (much as the attraction 
between two bodies varies with mass and distance).  It is readily adapted to econometric frameworks allowing 
researchers to take advantage of the increasing availability of large data sets (e.g., Mastrorillo et al., 2016).  
These models can be extended to accommodate labor market effects as drivers (Borjas, 1987; Roy, 1951).  
However, a historical challenge in linking model with theory in the migration context then has been that such 
models have a location as a basic unit of analysis, while the basis of a migration decision is fundamentally an 
individual. In recent years, the advent of agent-based modeling (ABM) as an approach – in which interacting, 
decision-making agents are the units of analysis, from whose communities emerge system-level outcomes (Hare 
& Deadman, 2004) – has made modeling of migration from the perspective of an individual migrant possible.  
This makes possible the modeling of migration as part of a livelihood strategy, as per the thinking of Ober (2014) 
or Adger et al. (2015), and the analysis of linkages from governance measures through to targeted and affected 
groups within a numerical simulation. 
 
Klabunde and Willekens (2016) review the current landscape of ABM and the related approach of 
microsimulations (which model individuals but typically represent decision outcomes probabilistically, based in 
many cases on econometric data, rather than through careful structural representation; e.g., Kennan and Walker 
2011) that tackle the challenge of migration.  They note that examples of migration modeling in ABM are still 
few, and are mostly uncoordinated, without yet building upon one another.  Some models carefully develop 
models of competing labor opportunities (e.g., Espindola et al. 2006); others allow climate effects to shape the 
migration decision (e.g., Naivinit et al. 2010; Kniveton et al. 2012); still others incorporate sharing across social 
networks as a mediating factor in the willingness or ability to migrate (e.g., Filho 2011).  Importantly, following 
on Klabunde and Willekens’ insight that the field is not yet building itself out, there is not yet a published model 
that captures all of the critical elements of sustainable livelihoods to properly examine migration decision-
making as one of several strategies to adapt to shifting opportunities, such as under climate change.  Through 
our review, we have identified two modeling efforts that illustrate research frontiers in this regard. 
 
Kniveton et al. (2012) develop an ABM of rainfall effects on migration in Burkina Faso, with Smith (2014) applying 
the same structure to individual migration decisions within a larger household model of adaptation and decision-
making.  These applications apply the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991), which focuses on how perceived 
social norms and other constraints on behavior moderate a behavioral intention (in this case, to migrate).  Both 
applications derive the likelihood of an agent of a particular demographic (by age, gender, etc.) migrating under 
particular rainfall conditions from secondary historical data, and adjust this probability by perceived social 
factors (peers who have also migrated) and, in Kniveton et al. (2012), perceived controls (assets and experience).  
This approach is noteworthy for making use of secondary data on migration, but does so in a way (a statistical 
model of migration likelihood) that largely sidesteps the challenge of modeling the intention to migrate.  Rather, 
the major focus of the Kniveton et al. (2012) model is on the following step, where intention translates to actual 
migration decisions (which is the domain of the Theory of Planned Behavior), but as the authors lack data on 
social networks, they are forced to model them in an arbitrarily simple way (uniform set of 20 social network 
connections for all agents). 
 
A second approach by Hassani-Mahmooei and Parris (2012) offers a prototype for how PPM theory might be 
implemented in an ABM to model the decision to migrate.  Their work models internal migration in Bangladesh, 
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with each of Bangladesh’s 64 districts modeled as a node at which individual agents may derive a livelihood.  
They do not explicitly describe all aspects of the model (livelihood opportunities and social networks are missing) 
but the contribution and limitations of the work are clear.  As in Kniveton et al. (2012), Hassani-Mahmooei and 
Parris (2012) use secondary data where available to calibrate the initial density of agents in each district, their 
access to amenities and ownership of assets.  However, lacking data on how different factors ought to weigh 
against each other in the livelihoods decision process, they develop arbitrary random functions to describe 
intervening and pull factors; climate variables are similarly randomly derived.  Most importantly, they implement 
PPM as a two-step process: only if push factors exceed some arbitrary threshold, then agents will consider pull 
factors to identify a suitable new home.  Critically, this behavior decouples push from pull in jointly shaping a 
migration decision, in a way that is not consistent with PPM theory. 
 
Key limitations in both models are that i) migration is the designed-in object of the decision algorithm (as 
opposed to an emergent strategy among others), and ii) migration is considered explicitly (and nearly 
exclusively) as a response to a climatic variable (rainfall).  This structure precludes both the emergence of 
migration i) as a particular strategy alongside other livelihood strategies such as economic 
specialization/intensification, or income diversification, and ii) as a response to multiple factors not necessarily 
correlated to climate (e.g., emerging industrial opportunities).  Particularly given the paucity of migration data 
attributed clearly to climate (Mueller et al., 2014), the capacity to examine climate effects within the larger 
context of other migration motivations (for which a larger history may be available) is important.  An additional 
missed opportunity is the exploration of the multiple services provided across social networks (jobs information, 
social capital, insurance, etc.; e.g., Munshi 2003; Munshi and Rosenzweig 2016) that have been focal in other 
models (e.g., Filho 2011) as well as their role in shaping all pushes, pulls, and moorings.  
 
In this study we present a modeling framework designed to overcome these limitations at the frontier of 
migration ABM.  The Migration, Intensification, and Diversification as Adaptive Strategies (MIDAS) modeling 
framework allows migration to emerge alongside other livelihood strategies, in a decision structure that embeds 
income streams, use values, place utility, and social network sharing.  In this manner, it is consistent with PPM 
theory in a way that previous PPM models have not been.  We apply MIDAS in the present study to a stylized 
set of data representing income and housing in the United States and Mexico, in order to demonstrate the range 
of livelihood strategies that MIDAS can represent, and to highlight the forms of data that are most important to 
developing well-validated MIDAS applications. 
 

2. Methods 
 
A complete description of the MIDAS framework following the ODD+D Protocol (Müller et al., 2013) is provided 
as Supplementary Material A.  In this section we provide an overview of the framework, our data sources, and 
introduce our experimental design. 

2.1 The MIDAS Framework 
 
MIDAS represents locations as nodes with place-specific opportunities for agents to derive utility – from regular 
sources of income, as well as from assets and local social and cultural amenities (Figure 1).  Some opportunities 
are common to many places (e.g., teaching jobs, food marketing, etc.) while others are less so (e.g., ranching 
work; access to mountains or lakes, good health care and schools, or affordable homes, etc.).  Accessing 
opportunities may carry costs (e.g., obtaining a teaching license), which may give the agent access to the same 
opportunity in many places (e.g., passing the bar exam to practice law across an entire state), or only one (e.g., 
purchasing a home in a specific place).  Agents occupy nodes, access a portfolio of different utility sources 
(described by the cost of access, time commitment, and per-time period utility), and are embedded in a social 
network (Figure 1).  Agents share both income and information across their social network, with the likelihood 
and cost of sharing varying both with the strength of the link (i.e., closeness of the relationship) and the distance 
across which the relationship is stretched.    
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Figure 1: MIDAS model structure of agents occupying place-specific sources of utility. Agents (red circles) exist in places, are 
embedded in social networks (grey straight lines), and draw utility from specific utility sources (brown curved lines). 

 
In each time step, with agent-specific likelihoods, agents participate in social interactions across their networks, 
and (again, with agent-specific likelihoods) re-evaluate the appropriate portfolio of utility sources for them to 
pursue.  In this decision process, agents compare possible portfolios both within their current location, as well 
as in alternate locations about whose opportunities they may have learned through their social networks or 
otherwise.  As currently implemented, comparisons are made with a boundedly-rational (small number – e.g., 2 
to 5 – of possible portfolios, including past options as well as randomly selected options), future-discounting 
prospect theory framework, in which losses are disliked approximately twice as much as gains (Kahneman, 
2003).  Agents select the portfolio that would maximize utility over some future time horizon t, with the utility 
that agent k would derive for a particular portfolio of opportunities i in a particular place m calculated by: 
 

𝑈𝑘,𝑖,𝑚 =

{
 
 

 
 
∑ [

(𝛽1,𝑘𝐵 + 𝛽2,𝑘𝐷)
1−𝑟𝑘

1 − 𝑟𝑘
]

−(1+𝑑𝑘)
𝑡

                            ; 𝛽1,𝑘𝐵 + 𝛽2,𝑘𝐷 ≥ 0
𝑡

𝑃 ∙∑ [
[abs(𝛽1𝐵 + 𝛽2𝐷)]

1−𝑟𝑘

1 − 𝑟𝑘
]

−(1+𝑑𝑘)
𝑡

      ; 𝛽1,𝑘𝐵 + 𝛽2,𝑘𝐷 < 0
𝑡 }

 
 

 
 

 

where r is a coefficient capturing agent k’s constant relative risk aversion, and d is agent k’s discount rate. B 
represents net income and D represents a non-monetary use value, while the coefficients β1,k and β2,k represent 
preference coefficients placed by agent k on B and D; B is given as 
 

𝐵 = [∑ (𝑅𝑖,𝑚,𝑡 − 𝐶𝑖,𝑚,𝑡)
𝑖

+∑ (𝐼𝑗,𝑡 − 𝑂𝑗,𝑡)
𝑗

] 

where R represents the value derived by agent k from the opportunity i and C is the cost to access it, I represents 
resources received from a particular network connection j and O represents resources shared to a particular 
connection j.  The condition [β1,k B+ β2,k D < 0] represents a net loss – where costs exceed income plus any other 
use value or benefit – and the parameter P scales the disutility of losses as per prospect theory, set to -2 in our 
simulations following Kahneman’s work.  Net values are summed across all opportunities in the portfolio, as are 
the net shared resources across the social network, for agent k as well as (optionally) additional members of 
their social network.  This last term allows the possibility that agents may be optimizing welfare of their extended 
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network, rather than only themselves.  The incorporation of risk preferences allows the possibility of preferences 
for smoother income streams, and thus the emergence of strategies (such as diversification) to reduce variability 
in utility from period to period.  We also highlight that, consistent with recent pushes to improve re-usability 
and sharing in ABM (Bell et al., 2015), this particular decision-model can be easily substituted for another 
structure, or possibly included as one of several possible decision structures within the same framework.  All 
code, along with the ODD+D protocol describing MIDAS, is downloadable from https://github.com/andrew-
nyu/migration (Bell, 2016). 
 
The representation of livelihoods as a portfolio of sources, coupled with sharing across a network, provides a 
unified framework to capture particular household strategies as well as adaptive outcomes as treated elsewhere 
in the adaptation and migration literature (Table 1), so that migration in its different forms is able to emerge 
alongside other strategies (such as diversification) without assuming hierarchy in decision-making.  Moreover, 
this allows for an implementation of the PPM model more consistently than in previous models, as all of the 
push factors (e.g., downturn in access to utility in current location from formal sources or through social 
network), pull factors (e.g., knowledge of improved opportunities elsewhere, or movement of close social ties 
to a new location), and moorings (e.g., close local social ties, assets, or ‘sense of place’ represented as sources 
of utility) are considered simultaneously.   
 
Table 1: Example adaptive strategies and outcomes in the MIDAS Framework 

Agent condition Identifier in MIDAS framework 

Trapped Household Loss of access to sufficient portfolio in home location, without knowledge or resources to 
migrate 

Involuntary Migrant Loss of access to sufficient portfolio in home location, leading to migration 

Voluntary, Seasonal Migrant Improvement of portfolio in home location via short-term migration to new location 

Permanent Migrant Long-term adoption of portfolio in new location, including local-only utility sources (moorings) 

Diaspora-enabled Migrant Migration decision driven strongly by access to sharing across social network at new location 

Intensification/Specialization 
Household 

Investment in access to smaller number of higher-return utility sources in portfolio in home 
location 

Diversification Household Spreading across larger number of less-correlated utility sources in portfolio in home location 

 

2.2 Data 
 
MIDAS requires specification of i) sources of utility, ii) costs to access these utility layers, iii) costs for moving, 
and iv) costs for sending remittances.  In this application of MIDAS, utility sources include income sources and 
home ownership.  The income data for this model was adapted from national-level surveys for ten economic 
activities in Mexico and the United States: 
 

1. Agriculture, Livestock and related 
2. Extractive industry 
3. Manufacturing Industry 
4. Construction 
5. Retail Industry  
6. Restaurants and Lodging Services 
7. Transportation, Communications, Mail, and Storage 
8. Professional, Financial, and Corporate Services 
9. Social Services 
10. Other Industries 

 
For Mexico, the data used was the National Survey of Occupation and Employment (Encuesta Nacional de 
Ocupación y Empleo) from Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Instituto Nacional de 
Estadística y Geografía – INEGI) (INEGI, 2017). This quarterly data is available from 2005 to 2017. For this paper, 
we selected the period 2005-2013. The ENOE data is at the individual level. We excluded observations allocated 
outside of the workforce, those not coded as employee or wage laborer, and if they were not receiving wages 
during the period. The income variable was calculated from the product of the minimum wage earned times the 
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income level provided. This resulted in the income amount in Mexican Pesos for surveyed individuals. We 
calculated the total population represented from every state in order to compute the average income by state 
and by economic activity. 
 
Data for the United States was retrieved from the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ Quarterly Census of Employment 
and Wages (QCEW) for the same 2005-2013 year range (US Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2017). We selected the 
income in that period by state, private employers, and economic activity. The base data is structured in weekly 
time steps, which we aggregated to create quarterly data. To standardize U.S. data in dollars to Mexican Pesos, 
purchasing power parity (PPP) data was used from the OECD Data website (https://data.oecd.org) for each 
corresponding year and used to convert currencies.  
 
Base moving costs across political borders in the model are assumed in this model by constant values (5,000 
same country, different state, and 8,000 different country), all in Pesos. Distance costs were created by assigning 
a Beta probability density function to the interval of minimum and maximum distances present in the map used, 
while keeping the minimum (10) and maximum (10,000) costs fixed.  These assumptions gave a rule that made 
longer moves more costly, but shorter moves easier and cheaper to accomplish.  
 
Access costs data for access to the U.S. was collected from the U.S. Embassy & Consulates in Mexico (2018) 
website and converted to Mexican Pesos using the PPP data used for the income data. Access costs were 
informed by visa costs (in the case that agents moved to the U.S.) and by “training” costs in the case of accessing 
other income opportunities, even in the same locations where they are. These training costs are arbitrary in 
nature, but hope to portray a sense of differentiation in what “skills” agents need to develop in order to access 
those income opportunities. We assume basic agriculture is the most readily available opportunity everywhere, 
and as such, requires no “training” of this kind. 
  
Remittance costs were created from data from the World Bank’s “Remittance Price Worldwide: Making Markets 
More Transparent” database (World Bank, 2017). The available data only covers partially the years 2008 to 2017, 
so we created an average fee and exchange rate margin from the available data in this database. 
  
Housing data for every state was collected from different sources for both countries. For Mexico, the average 
market value per state was chosen from the Housing Statistics Database of the Federal Mortgage Association 
(Sociedad Hipotecaria Federal, 2018). For the U.S. an average of median home prices was constructed from 
Zillow (2018) and Trulia (2018). Prices were converted with the same OECD Data PPP rates.  We calculated the 
cost of accessing the housing layer (i.e., buying a house) as the average market value for a house, and estimated 
the per-quarter ‘use value’ as the average market value divided by a factor of 20; this is a loose, stylized 
assumption meant only to elevate the use value of a home into an important part of the migration decision for 
agents.  The value of 20 has no special meaning, other than implying that (with 4 time steps per year) it would 
take 5 years to recoup the cost of the home through use value, and creating conditions whereby the purchase 
of a home is favorable to some but not all agents.  A more careful assessment of the factors shaping use value 
of a home could include comparison of local rental rates, assessment of reduced risks through ownership, etc. 

2.3 Experimental Design 
 
We designed an evaluation of MIDAS with the goals of producing a range of behaviors and strategies, and 
identifying the most important parameters for model calibration and validation.  This exercise is itself not 
intended as a calibration nor validation exercise, and the stylized representations of utility sources presented 
below should not be considered careful reflections of on-the-ground reality in the US and Mexico. 
 
For each state in Mexico and the contiguous United States (81 ‘places’), we drew average, quarterly income 
rates for each of 10 different income sources contained in our data sources, and from these constructed stylized 
timelines that repeated these annual cycles over 50 years (50 years x 4 periods per year = 200 time steps).  
Additionally, each place has a single ‘mooring’ layer modeled after home ownership. With an access cost equal 
to local average house prices for that place, agents may access a layer that provides ‘use value’ nominally equal 
to 1/20th of the access price in each time step; agents have a utility coefficient on use value that is independent 
of their utility on income.  We designate this set of stylized income layers as our ‘baseline.’ 
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We then designed three deviations from this baseline, outlined in Figure 2.  In the ‘Specialization’ variation, 
additional income layers are available that are similar to the original 10, varying by i) having additional cost of 
entry, ii) requiring additional time commitment, and iii) offering higher wage rates – simulating specialization 
and investment into particular professions.  In the ‘Agricultural Shock’ variation, there is a shock to agricultural 
income in Year 10 of 50% of the available income during 4 years and a recovery period of 2 years with 75% of 
the original income available; in the ‘Full Shock’ variation, there is an analogous shock to all layers in Mexico for 
5 years in Year 10 with a 2 year recovery period, simulating a complete economic collapse. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Illustration of income source layers in Baseline (top left), Agricultural Shock (top middle), Full Shock (top right), and 
Specialization variants (bottom).  Oscillations reflect variation along year revealed in quarterly data (Section 2.2). 

 
With these four experimental conditions (Baseline, Agricultural Shock, Full Shock, and Specialization) designed, 
we conducted a large-n Monte Carlo simulation with model parameters drawn randomly from the ranges 
outlined in Table 2. In each simulation, the experimental condition for each place was drawn randomly, so that 
each simulation run contains places set up with a mix of experimental conditions. We present results here from 
a set of 260 simulation runs (Sample run shown in Figure 3), with results for 21060 places, and 776737 agents. 

2.4 Analytical methods 
 
To identify key parameters shaping our outcomes of interest across these simulations, we applied the 
randomForest algorithm, as implemented in Matlab’s TreeBagger routine, training a ‘forest’ of 100 different 
regression ‘trees’ on available data to predict key outcomes of migration and wealth.  For specific parameters 
and relationships of interest, we tested differences using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for paired differences 
across places (when examining differences at the place level in our experimental variant analyses) and the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test for differences across heterogeneous populations of agents.  All tests were conducted 
at 5% significance. 
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Table 2: Parameter descriptions and ranges for Monte Carlo analysis 

Parameter name Min. Max. Description 

numAgents 1000 5000 Number of agents in simulation 

networkDistanceSD 5 15 
Factor shaping structure of agent network; lower values mean more 
connections in agent's home place, while higher values mean more 
connections in other places 

connectionsMean 1 5 Mean and standard deviation of number of connections in agent 
network connectionsSD 1 3 

incomeShareFractionMean 0.2 0.6 Mean and standard deviation of fraction of income to the agent shared 
across social network in a given timestep incomeShareFractionSD 0 0.2 

shareCostThresholdMean 0.2 0.4 Mean and standard deviation of fraction of the overall amount of a 
remittance lost to transaction costs, above which the agent will choose 
not to make that share shareCostThresholdSD 0 0.2 

interactMean 0.2 0.6 Mean and standard deviation of likelihood of current agent to interact 
with other agents to exchange information in a given timestep interactSD 0 0.2 

randomLearnMean 0 1 Mean and standard deviation of likelihood of current agent to learn 
new information about income opportunities randomly in a given 
timestep randomLearnSD 0 0.2 

randomLearnCountMean 1 3 Mean and standard deviation of number of new pieces of information 
learned randomly, if agent learns randomly during a timestep randomLearnCountSD 0 2 

chooseMean 0.2 0.6 Mean and standard deviation of likelihood of current agent to make a 
decision about income portfolio in a given timestep chooseSD 0 0.2 

knowledgeShareFracMean 0.05 0.2 Mean and standard deviation of fraction of their accumulated 
knowledge (of opportunities in other places) shared with agents 
during social interaction knowledgeShareFracSD 0 0.05 

bestLocationMean 1 3 Mean and standard deviation of number of good node/locations agent 
will retain in memory from previous decision making bestLocationSD 0 1 

bestPortfolioMean 1 3 Mean and standard deviation of number of good portfolios from a 
given location agent will retain in memory from previous decision 
making bestPortfolioSD 0 1 

randomLocationMean 1 3 Mean and standard deviation of number of node/locations agent will 
draw randomly in decision making randomLocationSD 0 1 

randomPortfolioMean 1 3 Mean and standard deviation of number of portfolios in a given 
location agent will draw randomly in decision making randomPortfolioSD 0 1 

numPeriodsEvaluateMean 12 24 Mean and standard deviation of number of time periods over which 
agent will evaluate and compare different portfolios when making a 
decision (parameter t in utility formula) numPeriodsEvaluateSD 0 6 

numPeriodsMemoryMean 12 24 Mean and standard deviation of number of time periods of past 
experience agent will hold in memory to inform decisions numPeriodsMemorySD 0 6 

discountRateMean 0.02 0.01 Mean and standard deviation of agent's individual discount rate on 
future time periods (parameter d in utility formula) discountRateSD 0 0.02 

rValueMean 0.5 1 Mean and standard deviation of agent's individual constant relative 
risk aversion coefficient (parameter r in utility formula) rValueSD 0 0.2 

bListMean 0.5 1 Mean and standard deviation of utility coefficients describing relative 
value placed by agent on i) income, ii) use value, or any other form of 
utility source (parameters β in utility formula) bListSD 0 0.4 

 

3. Results 
 
Though our experiment does not include a calibration exercise, we compare modeled net migration from our 
MIDAS runs with actual net migration data from INEGI 2005-2010 estimates (Figure 4), for illustrative purposes.  
In general we observe simulated migration rates to vary widely, which is perhaps unsurprising given that the 
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modeled results span a broad set of Monte Carlo simulation parameters.  It is perhaps noteworthy that the 
largest state by population (México, which includes the outer perimeter of Greater México City) experienced 
the greatest net in-migration over 2005-2010, and that MIDAS simulations also consistently predict net in-
migration.  However, MIDAS did not consistently predict the out-migration for central México City observed by 
INEGI over the period (possibly in expansion out to México State).  Additionally, while for many states MIDAS 
predicted a range of in- and out-migration outcomes depending on parameterization, it consistently predicted 
steep out-migration for Morelos and Baja California – two states where slight in-migration was observed by 
INEGI, suggesting pull factors other than the income factors we included in our simulations. 

 

 
Figure 3: Sample MIDAS Run, showing agents in red, and social network connections as gray lines.  Area shading shows 
administrative areas.  A) Initial conditions with agents connected socially within their home place.  B) Agents migrating within 
Mexico and the US, stretching social network connections across states and countries. 

 

 
Figure 4:  Comparison of modeled net migration with INEGI data.  Yellow bars show net migration (in annual in-migrations per 
capita) from INEGI data, averaged over 2005-10. Red circles show interquartile range (1st to 3rd) of modeled net migration 
from MIDAS, rescaled to INEGI 2010 population. 

 
A possible interpretation of these results is that the in-migration of México State is well predicted by income 
opportunities (the basis of our stylized dataset, and the premise underlying the history of gravity models of 
migration) while for most other states there are other important factors not captured by our simple set of utility 
layers, or not held in common across the different parameterizations of our Monte Carlo design.  This helps to 
support our premise that other factors beyond income are important to understanding migration, and we 
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devote our remaining efforts in this paper to identifying which other factors appear to be important in shaping 
migration behavior. 
 
We are primarily concerned with a small number of outcomes – the accumulation of wealth by agents, the 
sources of utility they occupy, and how likely they are to migrate. We are able to examine the relative 
importance of model parameters in shaping these outcomes at several different scales – at the level of a 
simulation, at a particular place, and down to an individual agent. 

3.1 Random forest estimations of relative variable importance  
 
We examined the importance of different variables in predicting outcomes at three scales – the agent, the place, 
and the simulation.  A complete list of all model parameters examined in this random forest exercise, along with 
all plots of relative variable importance, is included as Supplementary Material B accompanying this report.  Here 
we present one example of this analysis (Figure 5), and highlight only those parameters identified as important 
in predicting outcomes across the different scales.  Relative importance is measured as the increase in average 
prediction error across the ‘forest’ when the variable is withheld from inclusion in the ‘trees,’ compared across 
variables. 
 
Examining the relative importance of model parameters at the simulation level, both the average wealth of 
agents in a simulation and the average number of moves by an agent are shaped most strongly by a small set of 
behavioral values – the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of risk coefficients, the mean of the 
distribution of discount rates, and the mean likelihood that an agent will choose to consider new portfolios in a 
given timestep. This is confirmed as well at the agent scale, with the specific risk coefficient and probability of 
choosing a new portfolio appearing as important variables, along with the size of an agent’s network, and 
whether or not they own a home (the only ‘mooring’ layer in this set of experiments) (Figure 5). 
 

 
 
Figure 5: Relative variable importance measured by randomForest algorithm in predicting number of migrations per agent at 
agent scale.  Additional analyses at simulation, place and agent scale included in Supplementary Material B. 

 
At the place scale, we examine not characteristics of agents, but the effect of agent migrations as they manifest 
as net population growth.  Here again, the mean of the distribution of risk coefficients and discount rate has a 
strong effect on net growth.  More strongly however, we observe effects of location and experimental condition; 
we examine experimental effects in the following section. 
 
The central finding of the random forest exercise, across all three scales, is that behavioral parameters – with 
the distribution of risk coefficients most consistent across analyses – are the most critical in influencing 
outcomes of agent wealth and migration.  Additional important factors included home ownership and the 
conditions of our experimental variants, which we examine in the following sections. 
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3.2 Home ownership  
 
Across all variants, we included an additional ‘mooring’ layer of home ownership.  This layer differs from the 10 
basic income source layers in that agents are only able to access it (i.e., draw use value) in the place in which 
they paid for it; by contrast, the costs of accessing the ‘extraction’ layer, for example, entitle the agent the 
‘licence’ (or training, certification, etc.) to access the same layer in many other places.  It is this access feature 
that defines the home ownership as a mooring layer, and we observe this mooring function in our experiments.  
As part of the initial random assignment of portfolios, some agents were randomly assigned home ownership, 
with these agents moving significantly less than those who were not assigned home ownership, by Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test at 5%. 
  
Agents are also able to purchase access to homes in other layers that they occupy as part of their livelihood 
portfolio, which emerges as relevant when we consider the Specialization variant in Section 3.3.2. 

3.3 Experimental condition effects 
 
We examined differences in outcomes among our experimental conditions via our Monte Carlo design, 
randomizing in each simulation run whether a particular place is set up as the baseline condition or one of the 
experimental variants.  Differences between experimental condition i and j are evaluated by paired rank-sum 
(Wilcoxon) tests of the average outcome value (of wealth or population growth) in all places under condition i 
versus j, at a significance level of 5%.   
 
First, population growth (as our indicator of net migration) is no different in the agricultural shock variant than 
in the baseline, nor in the specialization variant.  Only in the full shock variant is it lower; in fact, population 
growth in the full shock variant is the lowest of all variants.  However, both the agricultural shock and full shock 
variant differ from the baseline and each other in terms of what layers are occupied.  Second, the size of 
portfolios and the diversity of layers occupied is greater in the specialization variant.  We examine the underlying 
processes for these in detail below. 

3.3.1 Shock Experiments 
 
To understand the impact of the shocks, we examine the path of layer occupancy over time in the baseline and 
identify deviations from this path in the shock variants.  Generally speaking, agents opted over time to shift into 
occupation of the extractive industry and social service industry layers in the baseline (Figure 6A); we do not 
claim that there is particular real-world meaning to this, as this process embeds both the spin-up from a random 
initial assignment of layers, as well as poor data on the costs of switching industries and joining these layers in 
our data.  Rather, we intend only to present these as a baseline against which to compare our shocks. 
  
In the agricultural shock variant, we see only small changes – following the shock at timestep 50, a movement 
out of agriculture, with slight redistribution to other layers in the same place; there may also be additional 
migration out, but we do not observe a significant effect of this (Figure 6B).  By contrast, in the full shock variant, 
we observe movement away from all layers relative to the baseline (Figure 6C) – a clear out-migration effect, in 
comparison to the substitution effect observed in the agricultural shock variant. 

3.3.2 Specialization Experiment 
 
The specialization variant includes two additional variations on each of the basic 10 layers of income sources, 
with i) higher costs to access, ii) higher time commitments (meaning it is not possible to combine multiple 
income sources in the same livelihood), and iii) higher wage rates.  These variations simulate ‘specializing,’ such 
as an unskilled worker investing in learning a trade, an employee paying for training and qualifications necessary 
for promotion, or perhaps a piece-rate producer engaging more in their task and earning more.  There is no 
explicit link in the dataset between the low, mid, and high variants of a particular layer, so that movement across 
different industries is also possible – perhaps as a service industry employee studying nights to eventually 
become a teacher, as an example. 
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Figure 6: Average number of agents occupying layers across all places at timesteps 25, 50 (time of shock), 100, and 200.  A) 
Baseline experiment.  B) Difference of Agricultural Shock Experiment and Baseline.  C) Difference of Country Shock and 
Baseline. 

 

We observe in the specialization variant similar distributions across income categories, but lower occupation of 
the basic 10 layers as some agents have specialized and now occupy the ‘high’ variant of these same industries 
(Figure 7).  We do not observe agents occupying the ‘mid’ variants, suggesting that they were not sufficiently 
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distinct from the ‘high’ layers to lead to any kind of partial specialization; future experiments will explore this 
more carefully. 
 
Who are these ‘high’ agents?  Compared with their peers in the same places, a model outcome is that the agents 
who have settled in the places with access to ‘high’ layers: 
 

 Are more risk-loving (higher r values than those in ‘low’ layers, by KS test at 5%) 

 Have moved more times before arriving, by KS test at 5% 

 Are significantly more likely to have bought a home in this place, by KS test at 5% 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7: Average number of agents occupying layers across all places at end of simulation (Timestep 200), in Baseline (left) 
and Specialization variant (right).  In the Specialization variant, ‘Low’ layers represent the basic layers in the Baseline, ‘Mid’ 
layers are the first level of specialization and ‘High’ layers are the second level of specialization.   

 
This last factor is noteworthy as agents in the current set of simulations are not credit constrained – any one 
agent could choose to purchase a home if they considered it part of their best portfolio.  Overall the greater 
level of exploration and risk taking, and the investment in higher incomes and homes suggests that the data 
layer infrastructure present in our experiment – including the opportunity for specialization as well as moorings 
offering use value – are sufficient to allow the emergence of something akin to a ‘professional class.’  Perhaps 
more than any of the other results presented here, this finding highlights the unique contribution of MIDAS.  
Whereas in the Kniveton et al. (2011) model, migration rates and the characteristics of who migrates are 
determined by the census dataset used to drive the model, the emergence of livelihoods within MIDAS (rather 
than the strict definition by an input dataset) lets the distribution of who migrates and when this occurs emerge 
from the model.  At the level of the individual agent (as is presented in this study), this could include migration 
decisions put in abeyance by access to a new professional opportunity or strengthening of a local social network 
safety net; similarly, it could include migrations enabled by the growth of a diaspora of close connections in 
another part of the world.  With extension of MIDAS to capture households (such as by a group of agents with 
close social connections, maximizing joint utility and undergoing demographic change), this could grow to 
include the geographic dispersion of children for new opportunity enabled by the accumulation of wealth and 
capital. This capacity is critical if we are to model migration under the yet-unexperienced conditions of a 
changing climate, for which no analog yet exists in a census dataset or otherwise. 
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4. Discussion 
 
We demonstrated some of the strategic responses to opportunities that are possible in a true PPM modeling 
framework, including substitution of income streams, the choice to specialize or diversify, as well as to migrate 
in response to shocks.  We observed what may be the emergence of a class of agents (which we dub a 
‘professional class’) within one of our experiments, highlighting the value of tools like MIDAS to capture 
migration and adaptive behaviors under conditions for which analogs do not yet exist in census datasets or 
otherwise. 

4.1 Limitations in MIDAS and in this study  
 
We did not examine all of the capabilities of the MIDAS framework, such as an evolving social network or utility 
layers that are determined endogenously (such as wage rates that are dependent upon labor supply, for 
example), nor did we focus on predicting future patterns of migration in the area of interest.  Our choice to 
restrict analysis to a narrow set of stylized experiments, and defer efforts at detailed simulation, calibration, and 
validation, highlights the limitation that demand for data places on MIDAS.  Stepping down from a gravity model 
to an individual decision model introduces a host of factors potentially shaping decision-making – trade-offs that 
individuals face across income, costs, and access to family or amenities like schools, health care, nature and 
leisure – that need to be parameterized.  This is a broader challenge that agent-based models beyond MIDAS 
face, and it is worth noting that it is not resolved by simply excluding these other factors – this in itself is implicitly 
an assumed parameterization (of ‘zero,’ typically).  Making use of MIDAS and models like it requires deliberate 
engagement with how each of the many moving parts are parameterized or excluded, whether they are 
parameterized from data or through calibration, and what one’s assumptions about these pieces imply for 
model findings. 
  
For MIDAS, this will likely mean that building realism into migration and adaptation decisions will need to be 
stepwise, in order that it is meaningful and effects are properly attributed.  Klabunde and Willekens (2016) 
highlight the importance of household demography in both theory and modeling of migration processes, for 
example, and a next MIDAS effort might compare validation outcomes of a MIDAS application (such as the 
current application to US-Mexico) without and with household change (e.g., tight social network ties among a 
group of agents as a household, and changes in their planning horizon over time as household members age).  
Other efforts might independently compare different modes of reproducing the ‘status quo bias’ via mooring 
factors (Sun et al., 2017) including family, assets, or even changes in the way risk preferences and perspectives 
are represented. One reviewer of this manuscript suggested the simulation of privilege and access in equity by 
managing agent ordering, as well as the incorporation of long-term health effects of different livelihoods 
choices; many possibilities exist for refining the decision set that agents face, and it may be that reaching a 
decision set that validates well for a particular context requires a series of separate, tractable investigations. 

4.2 Informing MIDAS Behavior 
 
We directed our efforts in this study at identifying the model parameters with the greatest importance in 
shaping key outcomes (of wealth, income diversity, and migration) when agents face a simple decision set 
including wage incomes and a simple mooring factor.  
  
Overall, we find a small set of behavioral parameters – risk preferences, utility coefficients, or discount rates – 
to be critical determinants of model outputs.  This has major implications for the work of informing agent-based 
models from social datasets, as parameters such of this are not typically collected within large-n household 
surveys; much more typically, they are determined experimentally in lab settings with smaller participant pools 
(Janssen & Ostrom, 2006).  It is relatively common to parameterize ABM from secondary datasets such as census 
or integrated household survey efforts, as was the case in Kniveton et al. ( 2011) cited earlier, and our findings 
here demonstrate the limitations of this approach for modeling livelihood decisions in which multiple factors 
(which may matter differently to the agent) are considered simultaneously.   
  
In reality, this problem of non-identified agent preferences is already widely present in the ABM literature; 
measures of the trade-offs individuals face among pushes, pulls, and moorings are critical missing pieces in 
modeling efforts at the individual (agent) level.  To cite only a few – Agrawal et al. (2013) report having to make 
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assumptions about the comparative utility of consumption vs. leisure, Magliocca et al. (2013) miss data on trade-
offs between environmental amenities and housing costs, Tsai et al. (2015) have no empirical data to understand 
farmers’ valuation of ecosystem services, and Hassani-Mahmooei and Parris (2012) are left to model the relative 
importance of house and land ownership vs. employment opportunities with random numbers.  Researchers 
wishing to predict livelihoods (including migration) are left either to make assumptions, or sidestep the modeled 
decision entirely. For example, drawing on the large dataset of household-level migration activity in the Mexican 
Migration Project (MMP), Nawrotzki et al. (2015) identify in their econometric analysis a different set of drivers 
for households’ first migration events than what predict their last (most recent) migration events – and from 
this draw the inference that social and community factors (in the new location, not measured directly) must 
intervene to reshape the decision. This is a valuable inference, but direct measurement of preferences and the 
structure of the decision would be of much greater value for predicting migration as a choice. 
  
Fortunately, mobile and smartphone subscriptions have spread across both the urban and rural world in recent 
years (ITU, 2016), and Bell (2017) outlines this novel opportunity to bring behavioral data into models in a ‘large 
n-and-t’ fashion, capturing high-frequency assessments of individual preferences and actions across broad 
populations, in at least two distinct ways.  The first is to sift through the massive volumes of secondary data 
already generated by mobile phones through mobile transactions as well as through text and call data.  Lu et al. 
(2016) analyze call detail records (CDR) from mobile phones in Bangladesh to tease out patterns in migration 
following cyclones, developing thus a method to identify regularity and seasonality in migration patterns and 
detect responses to shocks.  Blumenstock et al. (2016) examine transfers of airtime and call records to detect 
social network structure following earthquake activity in Rwanda.  At a broader scale, these and other 
researchers have applied CDR, coupled with other remotely-sensed data, to map out basic poverty indices 
(Blumenstock et al., 2015; Steele et al., 2017).  On its own, this large-n secondary data may not provide the 
experimental conditions for measuring behavior, but it does provide a massive set of revealed preferences 
(through actions such as calling, moving, or sharing) that may provide a better set of behavioral outcomes 
against which to match patterns (using behavioral parameters like risk preferences as calibration parameters), 
as in pattern-oriented modeling approaches (Grimm et al., 2005).  However, it is not the only opportunity for 
data gathering that mobile devices provide. 
  
The second mode is by using smartphones to transform our mode of engagement with rural communities and 
generate primary data via ‘micropayment for microtasks’ platforms (Bell et al., 2016).  Enenkel et al. (2015) 
developed a user-friendly front-end for the Android-based survey tool Open Data Kit in order to capture high-
frequency snapshots of food security and prices from mobile device holders in Central African Republic; Bell et 
al. (2016) developed a similar tool to collect diaries of food and water consumption and labor activity in 
Bangladesh.  Using the more-established technology of short message service (SMS), Van der Windt and 
Humphreys (2016) characterized the dynamics of conflict and the role of aid interventions in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo.  The opportunity to engage a mobile user directly provides an opportunity to collect high-
frequency primary data, including experimental tasks, by transforming social data collection from an often-
expensive, half- or whole-day long survey into a set of regular ‘microtasks’ of minutes at a time.  Perhaps 
counter-intuitively, Grossman et al. (2014) have found this mode of data collection to be more representative 
than traditional surveys, conditional on having access to a device, because it frees respondents up to engage in 
their own time, and does not constrain participation to those who are able to take an afternoon or day away 
from work.  Further, where there is opportunity to link individual responses to the larger universe of CDR, it 
provides an unprecedented opportunity to validate experimentally derived behavioral parameters (from 
microtasks) on revealed preferences (from CDR). 
  
Together, these two modes of social data collection via mobile device can provide exactly the kind of large-n-
and-t behavioral data needed to parameterize a theory-driven model of adaptation such as MIDAS, where in 
particular there is need to characterize agent preferences given trade-offs across different forms of utility 
(income, use value, or access, e.g.) and across differences in reliability over time.  The experiments we have 
presented here illustrate several aspects of migration and livelihoods decisions captured within the MIDAS 
modeling framework where such behavioral data would be of value.  Future efforts with MIDAS will target 
particular sets of data (such as resource sharing over social networks, or utility preferences revealed in stated 
choice experiments, for example) and identify their role in improving predictions of migration, among other 
adaptive strategies. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
We presented a novel framework (MIDAS) that examines migration alongside other adaptive strategies by 
implementing the push-pull-mooring (PPM) theory of migration.  A key feature of MIDAS is that it allows a range 
of livelihood features – sharing via social networks, income sources, use value of assets and sense of place – to 
simultaneously shape the construction of a livelihood portfolio; with this increased modeling capacity comes a 
great reliance on behavioral data.  We demonstrated through a small set of experiments varying access to 
income in particular places how agents might be motivated to shift elements of their livelihood portfolio or to 
migrate, and how this decision depended strongly on a small number of behavioral parameters, key among them 
preferences for risk, for different forms of utility, and for time.  Future work integrating mobile secondary and 
primary data will identify the contribution these data can make in improving predictions of migration and 
adaptation. 
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